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Sarah Leahy developed a unique painting technique on plexiglass, choosing the material for its transparency, hard sur-
face and workability. Leahy established a process of applying permanent black India ink on a clear sheet of plexiglass, 
painting multiple ink washes while burnishing with sandpaper, slowly building up to a dense but translucent image. 
Dark areas are the accumulation of ink, while light is the absence of ink where you can view a white wall through 
the plexiglass. 

While Leahy’s process hasn’t changed throughout the decade, her subject matter has been a journey that has 
explored the undulating reflection of light on water, the light and shadow of a blurry oversized flower, and most 
recently interiors and portraits capturing a solitary resonant moment. This exhibition focuses on the angularity of 
light in architecture and its structural containment. There will be large-scale paintings of light falling on city buildings 
and entering into an interior space. Also on view, small-scale painted plexiglass panels sculpturally constructed, and 
a sweeping image of diffused light made by assembling 12” plexiglass squares contiguously creating a single work of 
art.  

The physicality and spatial configurations of the plexiglass, the surface/texture/image, combine to form the visual 
effect of the new series. Leahy’s focus is on light and the incidental shapes that light creates, detecting variations in 
texture and tone, i.e. the haptic quality of light. Painting edge to edge, the rectangular shape of the plexiglass informs 
the work. Painted with compression and spareness, the work has a quiet and atmospheric presence.

Sarah Leahy is a New York based artist who has been exhibiting with Kim Foster Gallery for over a decade. Summer 
2015 her work is appearing group exhibitions juried by Carter Foster and William Bailey, and in fall 2015, her 8th 
solo exhibition at Kim Foster. Recently appearing in ArtMiami 2014 and 2013, and “Women Choose Women Again” 
curator Mary Birmingham, she has been the recipient of a grant from the New York State Foundation for the Arts, 
a studio recipient from the Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts, and a Norfolk Fellowship from Yale University. She re-
ceived a BA from Bennington College. Other select group exhibitions include, The National Academy Museum, The 
Albright-Knox Art Gallery, and Flowers East in the UK. Her work has been reviewed in the New York Times.
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